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MEMORANDUM FOR: Deputy Diroctora Plans 6 May 1952 

ATTENTIOM Executive 02‘?-i oer for Deputy Director (Plans) 

SUBJECT: Medical Survey Report ow Eb%1§ 

1, Copies of subject r*epor*F:,_. prepared by Dre Stephen Lo Aldrich, 
Quiet‘, Sp6018.1 Support Division, Medical cram, are submitted for 
your information and appropriate distributiouo 

2, The study has been written in sterilized form so that the 
complete .x'eport may be circulated without editing among compartmentalized 
Divisions as well as field stations if so deairech 

33 Cover sheets with recommended eddrossees are attached to the 

QM 
FRANK Ea JRQ, ELDQ

_ 

enclosed oopi G30 
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INTODUCTION 

PURPOSE 

This Medical survey was undertaken by the medical office in 
order to obtain a clear, realistic, and objective picture oi‘ the 
medical support program as it now exists in the field; to assist 
and advise the medical officers in their planning of future logistic 
and training requirementa; to make a preliminary survey of certain“ 
stations where DYCLAIM medical facilities do not exist; and to assure 
the availability of edequete medical support for DYCLEAN as well as 
DYCLUCK personnel and operatioueo 

E92; 
This report will be presented in the form of individual station 

comentariee for the benefit of thoee who are only interested in 
certain phases of the medical support program. There win be a 
Reoapitulation section following the station commentaries for the 
benefit of coemio planners and broad poliey cutters» 

DISTRIBUTION
1 

An adequate supply of sterile copies suitable for distribution 
to interested partie will be available at the AL/lib office including 
copies in capsule form for those who would like to thoroughly digest 
this report»

8

I 

91¢ 
S¢E-= CQRQEQT 
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. . 
(b)(1) 

, (b)(3) 
STATION: 

+- 
5 March to ll March 1952 one 19 March to 22 March 1952 

PERSONS cozmcrsn - (W3 
(b)(6 

gsssslvif MEDI gs; sU§_Ponr_ I (b)(3) 
~ - (b)(6) The canoe tion and implementation of s overall medics]. support 

plan for a ' t are s was carried out largely through 
the foresight and understanding (b)(1) 
of military channels and liaison made it possible for him to develop (b)(3) 
a nucleus from which a. much larger medical support program can be developed.1:3; means of medical machinations, had himself 
attached to the mswss Surgeon General's Staff stationed (b)(1) 
which position gave him freedom to drew on Dl‘E.'bDER supplies an ' so == (b)(3) 
itics as well as access to the DTELDER records. an arrangement which 
has proved valuable on many occasions for purposes of backstopping (b)(3) hospitalizations both in the in HTEXOTIC General Hospitals. ' 

to e ates, the position with DTELDER (b)(6) 
has been mos a. y lled ‘oyg-who; scalpel in hand, smile on - 

face, has continued to broaden an strengthen our position with the b 3 militarya At the present timej spends -very little time at his ( )( ) 

o1‘fioe_in there is little need for active clinical suppcrt(b)(6) 
in this or is time. However. his military position with DTELDER , 

will continue to be the keystone administratively, for our medical 
support in this general area. films been given the responsibility (b)(3) 
of coordinating supply requests from our other neighboring stations as (b)(6) well as handling all requests from this office for medi col and medics» 
operational information. jfreedom of sotion allows him greater (b)(3) 
mobility than the other physicians; therefore he would be the logiosl (b)(6) 
medical representative to be called on for medical support to stations 
with DYCI.-AIM facilities. ’ '

' 

(b)(1) FACILITIES - 

(b)(3) 
With the recent arrival 01 i the problem of 

actual patient oars has been sdequa e y resolved. 
' 

keen, (b)(3) 
insight and professional competency makes him ideally suitsb e for (b)(6) this position. It is hoped that an office will be made available to 
him in the nesr futu.re\ 

- - Y (b)(3) With the arrival cf the new medical technician. 
will be able to handle the usual run of illnesses present (b)(3) 
and indigenous ez-sonnel. Serious illnesses and injuries can be (b)(6) admitted to Hospital. It is generally agreed at 
this station the s safer from e. security standpoint to admit ins-> 
digenous persons to the military hospitslsL 

I 

<b><8> 

\ 

I am in complete agreement 
with this opinion. 

oza 
S-E-=0:-R==E=T 
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SUPPLY - 

At tho present time 95% of all medical supplies can o urehaeed 
bX1) hyeioiane from the General Hospitals or throughgiiiplfrom 
b)(3) Certain specialized items e,g. Nut onal kite 

(b)(3) 
(b)(6) 

or Indigenous (sterile) First Aid Kits are being made up from items 
purchased on the local economy (see report on HTEXOTIC), There does 
not seem to be any great need for stockpiling of large stores of 
medical items in this eree in the immediately foreseeable future, 
however, the withdrawal of HTCURIO forces would obviouely embarrass 
our support structure to e. large degree, The authority for the roe 
qniaitioning of supplies from DTELDER is contained in Lottorgiigiiiiiiil There would be obvious advantages in establishing a more inc us ve 
authority for support from government channels througwiiiiiiiiiij 
FUTURE SUPPORT V 

There does not seem to be a need for inoroesed expansion of 
facilities at this time; however, existing faoilitiea eould be fnrthor 
developed.-, to develop good liaison and control 
over oertain a on Hospitals and Sub-Station Dispenéarys 
and environs 1 e ‘role i o - p ay n ur support of future mam ng 
operational fa¢11i‘Bi98_Wil1 be dovelopod intho near 
fixture. It s my s noero hopo that‘ more emphasis will be placed on 
oorfinin modioo-operational phases of our support“ Field interest seems 
to be keen regarding certain specific aspect of mediooéo erotional 
support end it ia hopedthat contacts establiished 1.:-lon and 
DYCLEAN will prove fruitful in the development of’ this neglected phase 
of our overall program.» 

GENERAL OBSERVATI OHS ‘ 

la Current medical facilities and support are flexible enough to 
handle any expansion envisioned in the near future. 

2, There appears to be a general lack of ow t some stations 
of the existence of a medical support program It is my 
sincere hope that I have helped to maize it olear to the various branohos 
of our organisation that our physicians" are available for the support 
of all DYCLA]l!'porson.ne1 and operations, limited only by the amount of 
time available and?1=h@ geographical distances involvedq This portieulor 
point was diaouoeed with DYCLUCK end DYCLEAH repreeonhativeo in order 
to prevent any future misundorotandingse 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Some of the following reeomondations have already boon _i:'nplemeni:ed 
in the field but are included in this list for the roeorda 

It is reooinnended that: - 

\ 
. . 

=-361 

S aEe 0-R&=='1‘ 
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(b)(3 

2 A vehicle be made available on a 24 hour basis for 
H 

b 3 
dwzringcpariode when rather active training is being undert&en ex; gge Eb§E6) training site» 

3» - 

( )( 
station an t he be given an advancement in g rade based on his (b)(6) 

be transferred from the ZRELOPE pm-39¢-a 'r/0 1» the b 3 

superior handling of his job and his increased responsibilities.

w 

-4» 

SQE-C-R-E-T 
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s1-mom 3- 1o March 1952 
masons coumcrmn -= 

sm=-1=o1~ PRESENT MEDI CAL 

problems are handled by the local3 
hoapi w ch is of the station typeo To date this procedure has 
been adequate for most medical needae Seriously ill patients an or 
complicated cases are evacuated to the General Hospital at 
for definitive treatment, Local indigenous physicians are used to 

p 
great advantage in many cases where their reliability is knowna 

FACILITIl§ '

- 

There does not appear to be a need for DYCLAIM medi cal facilities 
at this station at this time» 

SUPPLY 

Needed medical supplies could be purchased locally or through 
BG.lIDDY¢ ' 

FUTURE SUPPORT 

In the event that thia station should require greater me ioal 
support, such support could easily be arranged through 30!: abort moticeo 
OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS . 

I» l ' “nix 
A 1. The general health of station personnel as reported to me by 3 is gOOdc that morale is excellent ae they are 

all too busy to ore or fmetratedo I think chat ~z;h1'g pretty ‘W911 
points up the situation. at many of our atationso i.e¢ basically there 
are lees serious morale problms where our people are busy and close 
to Ithe operational problems and receive rather immediate satisfaction 
from their work, Stations farther removed andof aaupport nature, on 
the other hand, show a higher" incidence of dissatisfaction due'to frue 
tration and lack of a feeling of accomplishment, ' 

ereonnel are to be evacuated to edical care so 
e can adequately follow up each case and backstop‘ their l‘8OOI'dBo 

2° It is recommended that the 
for i medical support necessary and that e noti e w 

9. 

¢5=. 

SoE=~C~=R=E-T 
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STATION: HTEXOTIG - 11 March 1952 to 17 March 1952 

PERSGNS GONTAGTED 

PREENT MEDICAL SUPPORT 

mgdiqal by 
bud his aooistante has set 

up a program of support whi fafing o , very. active, and 
farther advanced than any of the The scope A 

of support needed at uni: station is considerable ena[::::::::L with 
his apparently infinite capacity and energy, has been able to fulfill 
the needs. of the stations in a most complete mannere - 

FA CILITIE - 

The routine medical problems which arise at this station are ' 

handled byone! his assistants on a personal house cell basia 
or by appointment at his office which is in a rather remote part of 
the oitye Flore oeriouo problems are hopitaliaed at the HTEXOTIG 
Genera]. Roe ital and are handled in mush the some 
at In addition to the’ local medical care, 
are diapatehedrweekly to the various training sites n the area where 
physical, calla are held. More serious oae 
are brought in to or-perconal care, Medical technician when beenatationed perneneuin? at the ‘ =1 ‘ 

1 V. .._ 
" ' 

north» fie will remain at this site ms long ao the type of training is 
euoh that serious injuries may result. Seriously injured trainees from 
this area be evacuated to y Station Hos i a1 and from there 
back to neoesaarye will visit at regular 
intervals n or er to provide professional support and liaison. . 

SUPPLIES 

The supply problem at HTEXOTIO is quite similar to that 0,44 

Many medical items are available through government channels, however 
in some instances, has had difficulty in locating eupplieo 

b)(1) sent fromL will be able to help in the proper
) supplies in the future‘, In addition to the usual channels, 

active use of the local economy for both first aid 
and nutritional items and hao succeeded in developing excellent "sterile" 
Firot Aid and Nutritional Kite which may prove to be much more economical 
and certainly more available than anything which HTGURIO has prbfitlflfide 
The results of the first "field tooth" are awaited with great interesto 
If _auooeosf‘u1, it ie hoped that future requests for such items can be ' 

channeled directly between stations in the field rather than back to 
HTCURIO. - 

FUTURE SUPPORT 

Q6.» - 

S¢E=C-=R=-=E=-T 
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Discussions with representatives of the various desks did not 
reveal any concrete plans for expanion of training at this stationo 
However,» increased demands for support aids from H'1‘EXOTIC are ex-= 
peoted on the basis oi‘ subsequent discussions with neighboring stations. 
It is likely that an additional medical teolmioian will be needed in 
the near future to help with the assembly of kits, Requests for oertein 
items from HTCURIO have been received and are in the process ‘oi’ being 
filled for shipment. certain aspects of the support of LCLEMUR can 
best be given by our HTEXOTIG staff. 

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 
'

W 

lo The same general observations noted at 3 are applicable to HTEXO'.I.‘IO= 

2» Close liaison between thezmedioal officers will be 
necessary as the Zmedioal support program d.9VU10PBo 
REQQMMENDHTIONS 

It. is reoomended that: 

V 
1. . A medioel mmaim be sent to mexomtc in time to help 

prepare -for the "spring planting". . 

3* 55-V911 every assistanee in his program to develop 
"sterile kits for the use of indigenous operations» 

3» Reports oi‘ medical rejection of indigenous-4 personnel ‘by 
ive submitted directly to the Station Chiefs 4°he sent to LGLEMUR for the purpose of -laying on 

details of evacuation of medical patients from LGLEZEUR to the 
General Hospital at HTEXOTIC and also to help them with their 
speoifio requests for indigenous "sterile" kites 

Q71: 

S-E-=0-R.-E»? 
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STATION: LGLEHUR ~ 1? March 1952 to l9 Marsh 195%, 

masons conmcrsn 

PS MEDICA PORT 

My arrival lat this station along with approximately nine other 
DYGLAIM representatives marked the high spot of my trip.

/ 

might add that in spite oi‘ this extra burden added to their normal 
duties, the station personnel exqwressed a friendly attitude of ooe 
operation and e. genuine desire to exchange views and information 
unsurpassed by any other station visited during this surveys 

(b)(3) 
(b)(6)

( b)(3 

At present, the station utilises a small Zhospital for all ' 

(b)(1 
of their medical support.» They have found this to be sufficient to (b)(3) date but there is s. possibility that as the station activities increase, 

b d f dd d rt fr l 1 e e. nee or a e suppo om our medics personne in 
There is no secure way to take oere of indigenous personnel (b)(1) 

at this time except through the use of indigenous PhY810iE115lo ‘ 

(b)(3) 

FACILITIES = 
‘

‘ 

A 

There are no DYCLAIE medical. facilities at LCLEMUR at the present 
ti-H150 . 

SUPPLY ' 

As indicated earlier, there is a need for "sterile" First Aid 
and Nutritional Kits which could best be filled at HTEXOTIC. Occasional 
requests for medical supplies could also be routed thmugh HTEXOTIC. 
FUTURE MEDICAL SUPPORT 

( )( ) Thereis no need for full time DYCLAIM medical personnel at (b)(6) LCLEE-EUR. However, there are certain supply problems which could test 
be worked out on e. personal besis between the st ' d our medieel 

b3 

officers i It would be advantageous i could make s. b 1 
more thorough investigation of the hospital at LCLEMUR and lay on 

l 

- 

Ebgggg arnangements for the future evaountiom of seriously ill patients to. 
a General Hospital in provided that it can be arranged \ (b)(1 ) 

» 
- 

. 

~ 
(b)(3) 

i 
I . 

\
.

\ 

-=8» '

Q 
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It is reopmnended ‘that: 

1» E::::::::::::::::::]be permitted to visit LGLEMUR when requested (bX3 
by LCLEMUR for purposes of medical support‘ (DX6 

2. That routine requests for supplies and/Br definitive medical 
care for the LGLEMUR stat1on_be routed through HTEXOTIC bafbre for- 
warding to HTCURIOO 

cgm ' 

S~E=.C=R=E=\‘I‘ 
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25 March to 25 March 1952 and 27 March ‘$10 23 
March l952 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) 

(b)(3) 
(b)(6) 

PERSONS CONTACTED (b)(1) 
(\b)(3) 

PRESENT MEDICAL SUPPORT 

The problems of medical support in this area are somewhat different 
than those faced in Because of the political policies of the 
government it is men a cry or DYCLAIM to utilize some sort ofi 

\ 

Kt the present time is handling out 
entire support for this area in addition to his regular 

(b)(3 

(b)(3) 
(b)(6)

) 

0 
L This dual role is being handled in (W1 a most efficient manner by at the present time, however, de 

pendent care and numerous ouse ca ls thz-on rather heavy demands on (b)(3 
his time» from the Dispensary it is necessary 
for one of the ct er SS physicians to backstop him. Local arrnugee 
ments were made to handle this and one of the trustworthy DYMADNESS 
physicians had been partially out in for this purposeq All minor problems 
can be handler!" through DYMADNESS facilities or at one of the local hos ite 
Arrangements have been made to send on more serious problems 
for hospitalization at the HTEXOTIC General Hospital, DYMADNESS officials 
have been cooperative and are delighted to have an added physician on 
their staff fin-nished by DYCLADL, . 

FACILITIES 

Present facilities include the DYMAEIESS Dispensary and a wing of 
one of the indigenous hospitals for the use of QKCIGAR employees» Inw 
digenous employees are usually referred to local indigenous physicians’ 
for hospite.112ati'on,- for security reasonso Their outpatient care is 
handled b 

SUPPLY ' 

The procurement of supplies has been carried on through DYMABNESS 
and DYOLAIM cha.n.nels., Unfortunately, this organization has not been 
able to service our stations with the smooth flow of materiel which is 
required.» Delays of shipment and procurement have been a source oi‘ 
frustration to all of our medical personnels Serious consideration will 
be given to the problems oi‘ supply by this deparment and efforts must 
be made to shorten the delays of such critical items so antibiotics and 
'ena<cines as epidanics and infectious diseases are no respectcrs of ' 

channels and lead timeao has had the opportunity to visit (b)(3) 

(b)(3) 
(b)(6) 

130 

(b)(3) 
(b)(6) 

(b)(3) 
(b)(6) 

(b)(3 > 
( X b6 

mnxonc and S and it s een suggested that these sources be (b)(6 tapped for some of his more urgent supply needso ~ 

. 

y 1 

(

( 

=10» - 

S-Ep C-R.-»E-.=T 
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FUTURE MEDIC!‘-L SUPPORT 

J 
it is suggested that 

we p ace a ' medical technician at this s- ation and fully clear 
another medioel technician and medical officer in the Zmspensery 
for baoketopping purposes. There is no indication at this time that 
any further expansion will be necessary. More effective use of the 
medical facilities at neighboring stations should solve the existing 
problems provided that DMADNESS personnel will give us the neoesseryi 
oooperetiono ~ 

O BSERVATIONS 

1., The cooperation, particulerly one of the DYMADNESS medical 
°f!'i09I'B, has been excellent and met r y aided in the establishment 
of our medi cal support program at 

2, Morale at this station seemed to be excellent. 

3c A keen interest in First Aid and Nutritional kite was notede 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

, 1. should be procured given opersti onal 
training, given some language instruction end placed in the field not 
later than mid August l952¢ Action on this has been instituted” 

2° A DYMADNESS corpsman should be aent soon as 
is practicable, A co omen has been recruited for this purpose and 
ahould arrive tug by 15 May 1952.,

_ 

3. The next replacement eorpcmen and physician to be sent to 
3: nmanm-zss should be cleared and briefed by DYCLAIM for 

e r use as beckctopping personnel. Clearances have been instituted 
through Military Personnel. 

4‘, Information on the Blue Cross Program should be eent to 
this station (requested by station peraonnelh ' 

-11, 
_ _ 

SQE-CQRQEMT 

(b)(1 
(b)(3 

(b)(3) 
(b)(6) 

(b)(1 

b)(1) 
b)(3)

) 

(b)(3) 
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smwrxom 3 - 25 March to 27 Mam}: 1952 

PERSONS CONTACTED 

PRESENT MEDICAL SUPPORT 

This station is one of the largost now being supported by our 
office in this areas The medical oars of station crsonnol is under 
the supervision and guidance of medical te0hnicianE::::::::] whose 
keen insight, medical knowledgoa and abilities as a chaplain and 
physical education director make him the ideal station medical tech? 
nicians I had the pleasure of making rouds with him and observod 
his technique in treating all sorts of eases ranging from arthritis 
to varioella and was greatly impressed by his good judgment and pros 
feasional dignitys E:g::::::lsoss most of his patients either at his dispensary or in the OM80 erious problems which require more do» 
finitive care are referred to a select group of local dQ°tDr8o [::::::::] (bxg) 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) 

(b)(3) 
(b)(6) 

(b)(3) 
(b)(6 

(b)(3) 
( )( b 6 

attends surgical procedures involving an anesthetic in tho role of an (bxe interested student thorby acting as a security controls Fortunately, 
there have been vary few serious problems requiring hospitalizations 

FA CILI TIES 

£::::::::::]Diepensary is utilised for routine roblcmsm Hospital 
izat on oases are referred to one of two looalflglhospitalss 
SUPPLY 

The some problems of supply exist hora as are found in any isolated 
locations Local supply sources are tapped for some items but for tho 
majority of items, headquarters sources will have to be uti1ized°~ 

F.U?'“B,§.=EEEP.£94L 31.952. 

No changes are contemplated for the presents I was informed that 
the station might be enlarged considerably at which time a DYCLAIH 
medical officer might be neoessaryg_j 

fl 
The decision as to the necessity of 

a medical offoer shouIH‘bo de erred until the station personnel and 
the medical techioian feel that they are no longer able to cope with 
the medical problems in a secure manner» 

OBSERVATION mo EENINS 
ls At the preset time there is no affective medical support 

for tho many smaller stations which operate in the areas adjacent 
to[6I] Individuals manning these stations have certain msdioal 
pro one and should be given both med c=1 ; 'a»" L!€ prw a: immuniw 
cations as needcds One year >-. ‘.= requested 
that permission be granted to i /- make a survey trip uf those eallor stations in order to b "I; supplies and medical advice to 
these individuals. This permission was not grantods Present station 

Q1 2:0 
$uE=C@RoE=T 
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personnel advise me that could make this trip 
and reoomand that it be done» Kncwing thm prnblems wfilcn 

sometimes can occur at small semi-wisolated postsé I would strongly 
urge that permission for regular trips to these stations be granted 
by the proper authorities in HTCURIO» 

2¢ Based on the abilities and raaponaibilitiaa placed on 
I would fin‘-ther recommend that he be given a raise in his 

rating» 

3» I recommend that seriously incapacitated patients requiring 
definitive care be evacuated through our facilities 21:13 or 
HTEXOTIC whenever POB8'.lb16u 

-13:» 
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(b)(1) 
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(b)(3) 

srmtom S .. so March to 2 April 1952 
PERSONS comwrmn - 4 (W3) 
"“"""“"“““’“"""""""“"*"" (b)(6) 

PRES . HDIGAL UPPOR
_ 

IJYCLAIMA medical faoilities are not available at fhis station. 
at this_ time. There seems to be a difference of opinion regarding 
the eompetmcy of the physicians at the local PBPRIME Hospital in 

Some of the personnel use this source for care as suggested (b)(1) 
by the .DYMARO0N¢ Others prefer to use local physicians in whom they (b)(3) have confldenoee 

FACILITIES . 

' 1-ooal_hospita1s and physicians offices are used by the s'i:a'i:"lo21 

complement» 

SUPPLIES Y 

A7l: the present time theim is very little raeed fun“ 8-3861513 medieufi 
liens» 3ma.11 items can be sent easily from hea.dque.r<*i;ers to the fi91€1\'; 
Growing infieresfi in "spring planting" and Nu~a=1~.'u.;=imm1 Kfi."‘c.r;: w:¥.2.l increurae 
the need for medical support. This can bee-E: be hmr§ji.er1 by urdng the 
facilities already present 111 ~ 

gym MEDICAL suerontr 
150 added-requirements far medimal. ;§1?.ppC:'.&'"§'Z fezvos-1:/rm. mzcspi; (b)(1) 

ea: mentioned above. 
} 

‘ 

(b)(3) 

/ (b)(3) 
(b)(6) 

(b)(1 
(b)(3) 

.9,l?.§I*Z§@.?}‘§:??e19§.‘[$. iE3f~§?‘§i£@[2-5§;¥§’§§, , 

-'7 b 3) 11., Ti:_'i.s 1=eoo;.m1ended."1:he:t the sisedzion contact 
‘

( 

for any sg;-e:cii‘ie-1'equr?,ren1e11'bs for supplies er enfi 
that their facilities be utilizes} fur the mere of zseriows merlieal (b)(1) prablems wirlcll canned‘. be handled‘ 

\ 
(b)(3) 

2., fife-were er observations of :3-izzriizingg aemfizour and yareportiems 
were made are net pea-tinent to this :r'r;p0.1i“"?.:<¢ (b)(1 

' 

‘ 

' ‘ 

(b)(3 

. 
~l4¢P 
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RECAPITULATIORI 

"The more mundane observations and recommendations applicable to 
each station have been listed in the specific station reports» The 
following impressions are of a more general nature and are to a degree 
applicable to all stations visited during this survey trip. I might 
add that many of these ti s nrevious impressions 
gained during; my tour 

\ (b)(1) 

THE B 
l _ 

(b)(3 IG PICTURE 

It is the overall goal of our division to give effective service 
to all elements oi‘ DYCLAIM on a global ba-miss To attain this goal in a 
secure manner and sometime on very shoét notice requires a degree of 
flexibility which is difficult to establish in an organization in which 
compartmentation is one of the basic preoeptss Proper resolution of 
this problem can only be attained by shifting more of the authority for 
medical support to the field medical officers. In some cases this will 
moan actually moving personnel responsible for medical logistical support, 
particularly those with administrative ability, to central control points 
in theoverseae areas.» This would, in effect, produce a merger of heads» 
quarters and field elements and might materially reduce the delays and 
misunderstandings which invariably occur underethe existing organization. 

MEDICAL suppose
0 

-It would be naive of ms to state that our medical support program 
has reached its finest hours There is, however, a unity of purpose and 
goal among our field medical staffs which will materially aid in the 
development of an active flexible support program, At present there 
is no immediate‘ need for expansion of» personnel and facilities except 
as noted under station commentariessv Some‘ "stations were unaware of 
the presence of DYGLAIM medical facilities and had no adequate plan for 
the secure handling of seriously incspacitatedpatients. In eachoase 
I have attempted to give the stations 

_ 
specific instructions‘ as to the 

methods of" contact and use of our existing facilities, It is hoped _ 

that. this will tend to increase the usefulness and centralize the mode 
ioal support program,» avoid the duplication of facilities, lend establish 
s plan of evacuation for patients usingz as the central points (b)(1) 

I 

(b)(3) Althoughdcntal support has not been specifically mentioned in 
this report, it is _1‘olt that local facilities are adequate forthe 
the medical facilities at thefienezfsl Hospitals in b 1) 
care of routine pr-oblemss Gases requiring dental surgegg should utilise 

The use of indigenous doctors for the case of our personnel has 
been questioned in some quarterso In my opinion, indigenous physicians 
should be used at stations where QYCLAIM medical facilities are not 
readily available Provided that the station personel feel that thee 
PM/‘B195-8118 R" P<>1il=i<_=e11y reliable. Cases which requiz-oaths use of 

=l5¢- 
S¢E==C¢R<=E¢T
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eneatlmhiez: and :s1';:e,eo11 ind1.1c:3.ng; dmggzs should. be 1'i8Z.“1@1@d by i1'$Y0L!~:__‘}1‘.z1 

medical personnel where 114:. is npe2.~:=.'2:-iox1a'.i.l}r feasible“ 

t’-vi“ Fmpez‘ scK'eauim;g of 5.11 T;3;<m.m':;1; "~gn<..1‘:3:m»1el ?_:\re{ia1'ai:t.>r§" '22:» n. c:}1:';ng.§e 
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In many instances the physicians have been able to work out 
local means of obtaining equipment and suppliese The use of letter Shes been of some assistance in this regardc, However, it is 
dongeroue practice to rely on personal relationships for local supplies» 
An overall letter of authority materially help 
the situations 

A system should be established for the emergency air shipment of 
medical items, There have been end will continue to be times when our 
field physicians will need certain items which ere not available locally.» 
The use of commercial air channels in emergency situations should be 
anthorizede 

(b)(3 

(b)(3) 

WER " 

<b><8> 

Generally speaking, 
\ Z _ \seems to be 

adequate. In most ceses they have relative freedom to carry out their (b)(1) 
duties without arousing undue interest. 

1 

0 

I 

(b)(3) 

A civilian status gives much more freedom of notion in (b)(1) 
and should be utilized as much as possible» (b)(3) 

MORAL-E 

I was impressed by the intense interest, seal, and realism of the 
people with whom I talked at the field stations» My impression is that 
morale in the:-ea we e rally quite good and certainly (b)(1) 
superior to that seen in in.my own experiences This is (b)(3) undoubtedly ‘due to the super or "wing; conditions, opportunities for 
outside interests, and the absence of physical isolation. On several 
occasions I noted that the same basic problems of personnel misceeting, 
delays in the handling of the personal finances of some 05:‘ the station (b)(1 
personnel, end the ever-present problem of responsibility without authority (b)(3 
caused considerable concern in the fields It is well to remember that 
to the average individual isolated either geographically or by the 
nature of his work, the seemingly insignificant details loom larger 
until they obscure, albeit superfioiellyp, the more basic drives am}'i 
motivations» I do not went to imply that those individuals lock besio 
motivations On the contrary, I tjelt that vital motivation is present 
in its most kinetic form in the fields However,’ I -do feel that rather 
serious consideration should be given to the seemingly unimportant de- 
tails which when totaled represent the basic obstacle to eroooth friendly 
reletionhips and mutual understanding between field and headquarters 
personnel» This problem might be worthy of a 

I

2 
,

\ 

I feel that our physicians can and in many cases have played en 
important pert in ylping the often tired end overworked staff employee 
to ventilate his f elingsc The mental trials and tribulations ex- 
perienced in this type of work again supports the concept that men is 
basically e compassionate animal in spite oi‘-his conditioning and trainings 

‘
, 

~17@ 
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ud 
- 1 - - 3 :2, em: ?;m::<l‘l€3s+.3. f_ve1*ne1me are able "2/In 1';:1s:».cEleK 

time bulk cf ’o}:1e eta ad s-t.a:£‘f' .t1a\;»en.».ie@;1~;; 1‘.-:11"<s¢ I-1: e.-.';i>pe::~;:a ’r.he."s in. 
‘the near i?u"%:u1"'<-2 the ,,=ewri& mi’ c?.<:p~21':.c'.e=1=_~L-, <3.21~e w:13.iE.' eeri.ou:_:1y c.<;mp1'nmise 
the ei’f;“eetive u"0i1:i.:=;,¢d1:Zon of iziae rsi.=z='i;'lo.=1 x';-:9-r?iea1 o:Z.‘i*iee1"n and will 
be necessary for the Station Ci1i.e;E‘5 :;.z1st:~:'uc't etaff pers0m3e.- to use 
ofiher available i'a.ci.1.:l’-sies 9I:'£€J\".'>'[1‘5.‘- 23.;-:>. e::<":o;.=~ti.ona3. 021s¢3S<. Ii: nusi: be 
remembered thzrt the p2=:F..§nm.=;;»" z~/.1;.c=pm1si b;?.li"i:§;' of 'i:I‘/~22 Si-efic-iicaz".-. l%§ecE$.Qa1 
Offiflcer is to care for the :?.ndig;<1>.1::v.s p0z“se§;/mel who n;§1a'n1e to g;e"¢ 
adequwfise care '¥:.hz*oug;h 1.:eu::l zaiaanzlols 1’?/r.s:=? sean.:i‘ii“-$9" lmzzflemm." 4 

».~.7 

ThE2i‘6 is re gzevzing i11'I:e1"c>s*‘a a .~_.:'vz-c:<.=s.* p:0e;;2*;-$1 as <2-ml ciezxeed by 
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to of 7.130 We should c?_eve3.o;;~ euczh Q }>r'og»;.'-ram as ssozo. :15 p-:>s;sii.To1ea 
we are to re"he.:in the services mi‘ ;r:.<;r:. of 215$/Y1 €3&.1l:E.b-'31? w'.H:31 v:a3.u::J.1§Le 
e:r;>e::":i.m;1'.z'<a-., 
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U‘ ON COHCL ‘oI_cn 

Obviously, ii: is i.!np1'ae‘i:'ie:z~.l 1:0 attempt to z=e,e:c>rd all the deiseila 
and ramifications: of the medical support progrmn in this rape:-i‘w 11136-=> 
far as possible, I have a'i:'bemp"i:ed to give a mare general *pic~i:ux"e v.rh.i.ah 

might be of value ta those interested 13 the overall support ef our 
ov~erseas'ac'tivtHsiea in iihis ewes»... I have a-t'bempted to cull this in» 
formation from as many different sources as possible in the field and 
to reflect the dominant theme in this ]?G'Q°I'te I \'n‘.3.1 be happy to discuss 
any specific prablems with infiereafiefi parties at any time? 

A5 15 ufiualiy the cesee I have ge.i.t=.<:-2d considerably morex f2*e.=m ‘izhis 
Survey trip "bhzm I have given, It '5;.':: heped that my efforts to enszecr 
some of the medical pmblenw in the field have in same may §*ep:~.5.dfi:.21e 
men who gave so freely of ‘lzhei? time and who made it possible fox‘ me 
to g;a:7.n an accurate picture of them." problems and requirements“ 

I vmuld also like to e:cpre.=:s my appwesiaiaion to the DYCLE/H5’ and 
DYCLUC-31 briefir-.g; effieem, {the A 8: L eixeff, the Travel Qffieeg and to 
the fielrfz steticm per-eon-;1e1 who made it possible far ma to z='e’cnz-:1 with 
safety and diszpateh, gleaned and picked. and feeling somewhat like ax 

pifihed flog but with e. grea.*»ser appr'ec:7.ai;i_on. oi‘ the pr-a'b3;ems whieh 
this office mufiiz solve, ~

n 
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